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PRODUCTION OF 7Be RADIOACTIVE BEAMS AT IAE CYCLOTRON 
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Abstract: At the I.V.Kurchatov IAE 
cyclotron the conditions are provided for ob- 
taining a beam of 7Be nuclei, which may turn 
out to be fit for uerformin61; scientific (e.g. 
to study reactions-occurring in the interior 
of stars), aa well as applied (with the ufle 
of deep implantation of these nuclei) inves- 
tigations: 

1) The external currents of 7Li ions 
of a few 

P 
are obtained in the energy range 

of 28 - 2 MeV. 
2) 

T 
he MASE device waa developed, en- 

suring the Be ion beam separation with a 
good degree of purification of other nuclei, 
the primaxy beam nuclei Included. 

3) A gas hydrogen target has been de- 
velop a, 
the si 

which endures, at the first stage, 
Li currents up to 1 at the energy of 

30 MeV with the5controlla $"A le hydrogen pres- 
mare up to 3*10 Pa. The target ie being con- 
atructionally 

J3 
odified and optimized in o der 

to obtain the Be beam intensity up to 10 s-1. ;r 
In the expertments perfbmed the6max - 

mum 7Be beam intensities reached &5* 0 
at the enerw of d20 MeV, end m 2*701f B-9-!, 
75 MeV. - 

The localizati n of radioactivity 
from deeply implanted 9 Be nuclei is shown. 

1. Introduction 

Recently, the produc ion and use of 
beams of radioactive nuclei 4 have attracted 
much intereat. Special attention is pai to 
the production of a beam of 7Be nuclei 2. used 
for studying nuclear reactions proceeding in 
stare. 

The 7Be beam with a sufficiently 
emall energy spread ( E-'l - 2 MeV), the 
ener 

IOF 
of a few tens of MeV and intensity of 

- IO7 s-1 can additionally have a num- 
ber of interesting appl cations, 
thicknees of implanted 3 

since the 
Be nucleus layer in 

materials at the depth of a few tens or even 
hundreds of pamounts to a few per cent of 
the implantation depth, and this thin layer 
is a source of monochromatic gamma-radiation 

tE< 
I 478 keV) during a tong period of time 

8 nce the half-life of Be is Tlj2 + 53 dayd 
The gamma-radiation measurement of 7 Be nuclei 
implanted into the thin layer can be ueed, 
e.g., for studying wear or corrosion of im- 
portant parts in engineering industry, as 
well as in investigating the diffusion of nu- 
clei in matt r. 

The 9 Be beam with the above parametera 
without significant impurities of other nu- 
clei (0th ?wise, 

Ei 
the results of experiments 

with the Be nuclei would be of low auality) 
can be produced on a small-sized (D 2 15 n&d 
target by means of a cyclotron, provided the 
following conditions are aatisfied. 

1) The cyclotron should produce ex- 
ternal 7Li ion beame with their adjustable 
energy in the range of 20 - 80 MeV with he 
currents of several The accelerated 
ions are necessary or*employing the P 

3 Li 

Hc7L 
3$ 

7Be)n reaction for the production of 
the Be nuclei. This react on has a very high 
( ,- 300 mb) cross section 3 in the energy 

range from 15 to 40 MeV, which, thereupon, 
decreases monotonically with energy. The ion 
energy adjustm nt 
the energy of ft 

i8 required for changing 
Be nuclei in performing expe- 

riments in order, e.g., to implant these nu- 
clei at some preselected depth in a rather 
wide poaeible 

3 
nterval (for aluminium down to 

0.3 mm at the Be energy7of about 70 MeV). 
In this reaction+n the Li energy range of 
20 - 80 MeV the Be nuclei are produced in 
the ground (-85%) and excited states and 
their kinetic energy at O" with the primary 
beam direoti n differs lees than by 1 MeV, 
EO that the 9 Be energy spectrum is aufficien- 
tly n";f: ow and will be determlned, mainly, 
by the Li beam energy spread and the hydro- 
genoya target thickness. In this reaction 
the Be nuclei are emitted, for the moat part, 
at small angle8 with the prlnrtry beam (for 
the 7Li energy of 30 YeV the maximum angle 
of emission for the 7Be nuclei amounts to 
ru tGO, 

2) 
and for the 80-MeV energy, tad 27.5’). 

An approp iate facility is required 
for shaping the ;$ Be beam on a secondary tar- 
get with a aufflcientlg small dimensions and 
for ite purification of other nuclei emitted 
from the primary target (including those from 
the primary beam). For example, at the Law- 
rence Livermore National I.aborat$rgfi~;LNT&) 
the quadrupole sextuplet syetem 
electrostatic deflector downstream from the 
firat half of the device ie emp oyed for 
this purpose, which allows the 3 Be7beam puri- 
fication of the primary scattered Li beam. 
The disadvantage of such a system ia the ne- 
ceBsity to mount a prinrary beam stopper down- 
stream from the target, which excludes the 
region of angles in the vicinity of O" and 
creates a high background of primary nuclei. 

3) It is neceesary to develop thermally 
stable targets with a high2hydrogen content. 
For example,2at the 

cm*) thick, covered with a 1000-A thiclcneafl 
copper layer and continuously crossing the 
beam in irradiation, is used a target. How- 
ever, the life time of such a target in ir- 
radiation by three-charge lithium ions with 
the energy of 28 MeV and current of 0.5plA 
( r lOI e-9 amounts merely to about an hour. 

2. Experimental Technique 

The I.V.Kurchatov IAE cyclotron under- 
goes modernization so as to ensure that all 
the three conditiona for producing the in- 
tensive 7Be beam be fulfilled 

1) The external beams of l 7Li2+ i ona 
with the variable energy p t 30 MeV an 
current of 12 * (3.6*10 IY J) , and of 4 Li3+ 
ions with the energy from 30 to 82 MeV and 
current of 2 ;"A (4*1012 8-l) were obtained 3. 
Such lithium ion beams4are provided for by 
the earlier developed and recently updated 
ion Bource employing a powerful arc discharge 
through metallic lithium7vapour. 

2) To separate the Be beam and to p~ri- 
fy it of other nuclei, use ia yde of the 
MASE device developed in 1982 which is 
ahown schematically in Fig. 1. lfihe magneto- 
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Fig. 1. Scheme of MASE device: T- target; 
Q, - Qp Qh - Qi- quadrupole magnet pairs; 

Qc- symmetrizing lenrr; Y- analyzing magnet; 
M'- collecting magnet; F- foil-degrader for 
beam purification; D- secondary target (or 
detector). 

optical ayetem of this device is symmetric 
achromat where two paira of quadrupole mag- 
nete are used for spatial focuaing.Amomentum 
analysis ia performed by a dipole magnet 
with a uniform magnetic field and one edge 
bevelled by an angle of 54O to strengthen 
the vertical focusing. The particle traJec- 
tories with differentmomenta are symmetrized 
by a quadrupole singlet and collected on the 
target by a collecting dipole magnet being 
reflection symmetrical to the analyzing one. 
The beam envelopes in both the planes and the 
trajectory dispersion are shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. h!ASE beam envelopes in horizontal (x) 
and vertioal (y) planes: I- for mOn;eXff~;~ 
beam; II- diepereion trajectory ( _ l 

of E,); III- eummary one. 

The basic parameters of the MASE device are: 
Magnetic rigidity 1.4 Tern 
Length 4.0 m 
Solid angle lmrrr 

(Q 
(9; 

= +I01 
- go> 

Dispersion in USE centre 2.3 41% E 
USE displacement angle range -2O - +20° 
Maximum range of aelected 
energiee 15% E, 

The device carriea out the focusing 
of an achromatic ( &3/E I 15%) beam into a 
spot with a diameter of l~15 mm. To7pu.?.'ify 
the 7Be beam both from the primary Li and 
other secondary nuclei having the same mag- 
netic rigiditiee, use is made of a degrader 

being an aluminium foil of a certain thick- 
ness positioned between the first and second 
halves of the MA3E device. In paesing this 
foil, the momenta of different nuclei change 
differently, due to their dE/dx difference, 
and there takea place their apace 8epaYXLtiOn 
on the seoondary target (detector) of the 
fiE due to the-collecting magnet dispersion. 
The measurement of energy spectra upon pase- 
ing the MABE device, ae well ae the monitor- 
ing of the primary beam crossing the primary 
target are effeoted by teleecopes of eilicon 
6E-E detectora. 

3) A gae target with va@a;;LH;;;k- 
neee along t 9 e beam up to 3*10 
atoms per cm (the target length is 25cm, the 
hydrogen pressure in it is up to 3.10 Pa) 
has been worked out. To improve its thermal 
resistance, the target copper casing is 
cooled by running dietilled water; a closed- 
circuit hydrogen circulation through the tar- 
get volume is possible by using a compr;ea(&r. 
The target inlet and outlet apertures, 
in diameter, are foils made2of the %avar" 
alloy. 8 mthick (- 6 m&cm 1, soldered onto 
the target casing. 

To m asure the depth distribution of 
implanted 3 Be nuclei, a set of thin (10 ,u$ 
aluminium foils located at the place of the 
seoondary target installation in the MASE 
was irradiated by the beam of these nuclei 
wit 
of h7 

a subsequent radioactivity meatnirement 
Be nuclei (Ea I 478 keV),implanted in 

each foil, by means 
with a 120~cm3 

of a gamma+pectrometer 
volume of the germanium de- 

tector. 

3. Experimental Results 

The maximum 7Li2+ current with the 
30-MeV energy, which the gaseous hydrogen 
target can withstandwithout$ydrogen leak- 
ages at the pressure of 3-10 Pa, amount8 80 
far to less than 1 ,uA, which enauree the ma- 
ximum 7Be beam on the MASE secondary target, 

i ~5-10~ e-'. Since the 7Li2+ current on this 
target may be obtained higher by several fold, 
the target design undergoes mode 

T7t 
ization. As 

a result, we hope to produce ~10 nuolei of 
7Be per second (maybe, we ahall have to opti- 
mize the hydrogen p 
that). At a higher ;r 

essure in the target at 
Li energy the target 

should bear a higher current due to the dE/dx 
decrease with increasing energy. However, no 
such testa have been performed. 

The results of measuring radioactivity 
of implanted 7Be nuclei in the lO+aluminium 
foila positioned downstream from the USE 
(at two 7Li beam energies of 30 and 82 MeV) 
are presented in Fig. 3, from which one can 
see that the radioactivity concentrate8 in 
the thin layer shifted inwards the matter 
with increasing energy of nuclei. This can 
be successfully used in different scientific 
and applied investigations. 
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